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Theatre department’s radio dramas open in-person

Emily Zuniga
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

With the new guidelines to prevent the
spread of COVID-19, many plays, musical
performances and productions have been
put on hold. However, this term, the theatre
department devised a way for students to
come together in-person and perform a series of radio dramas.
The production consists of three separate plays that were originally produced in
the 1940s and 1950s. Each of the plays being performed is in the science fiction genre:
“Nightfall” by Isaac Asimov, an adaptation of
a Ray Bradbury piece entitled “The Velt” and
“Rocket From Manhattan” by Arch Oboler.
The scripts for the Lawrence performances
were constructed from these original broadcasts. Live performance will be held in Cloak
Theatre at the Music-Drama Center Oct.
22-24 for a very limited audience. However, audio recordings will be released on the
Lawrence University Theatre Department
webpage a few weeks following the performances.
Professor of Theatre Arts and the J.
Thomas and Julie Esch Hurvis Professor of
Theatre and Drama Timothy Troy is directing these radio dramas. According to Troy,
about 20 students are involved in the production in a variety of capacities, including
actors, sound production and set design.
According to Troy, the plays were chosen
based on their relevance to today’s world.
Although they were not broadcast during a
global pandemic, they aired during a very
turbulent time in history: the Cold War. Today’s uncertainty reminded Troy of his own
anxieties during the Cold War. One of the
reasons he chose these plays was that they
spoke of worldwide anxiety and uncertainty.
Additionally, the plays have similar themes
to today’s world, such as listening to science,
Troy says.
“I was thinking about the pandemic … and
Black Lives Matter and how we treat each
other as a culture and trying to find a voice
from that period that helped us reflect on our
own,” Troy said.
Additionally, Troy said the cast took precautions to prevent the spread of COVID-19
both during rehearsals and during performances. Those involved in the dramas and
those in the audience were required to wear a
mask at all times and practice social distanc-

ing. Also, a 10-minute break between plays
was implemented to give the room time to
air out.
Junior Riley Sieb is one of the lead actors
in the radio dramas. Sieb said that the coolest part of this experience for her was that
it was still happening in the context of the
pandemic. She explained that last spring, the
theatre department put on a virtual production through Zoom, so it was exciting that
they were able to involve both actors and
those who work behind the scenes this term.
In order to make this production as safe
as possible, Sieb highlighted the specific rehearsal guidelines put in place in response to
COVID-19: rehearsal spaces are alternated to
allow rooms to air out, masks and social distancing are required and sheets are put over
microphones.
“Theatre is something that is thought of
[as] being dependent on that in-person aspect, so the fact that we’re able to adapt to
everything and still have costumes, acting,
sound and lighting is exciting to me,” Sieb
stated.
Because the department is back in person,
a return to more traditional crew roles is required. Senior Oscar Brautigam is working
as the set designer for the radio dramas as
part of his Senior Experience. He is a studio
art and theatre major. Brautigan said that he
has been working on the sets since the end
of the summer. For him, this experience required reading the scripts, listening to the
audio and doing research to create a set design for each of the radio dramas. All three
of the plays are being performed with a large
backdrop of the moon with additional set
pieces for each individual play. Brautigam
felt that it was a “fun challenge to be on the
other end of things” creating the set design.
Even though there are some in-person
aspects, COVID-19 forced the department
to adapt in order to reach a wider audience.
Freshman Nathan Vescio is working on the
recording and sound for the radio dramas,
which will eventually be released online.
He said that he has really enjoyed getting
to work with the cast and crew. As a student
who is not in the theatre program, Vescio
said that he was grateful to Troy for allowing
him to be involved.
“I’m glad the department has enabled us
to put on a show that is able to be performed
without encumbering us too much with the
restrictions,” Vescio said.

The Somerset Room in the Warch Campus Center has been redesigned to facilitate limited student dining and gathering.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

Student activities and
dining options expand
Cameron Jones
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Due to increasing COVID-19 cases in Appleton and
Wisconsin, students are being urged even more to
stay on campus and honor the pledge. In an effort to
encourage this behavior, new on-campus dining options and activities are being implemented.
The new and upcoming events include guest presentations by comedians, opening certain rooms in
the Warch Campus Center that can be reserved, food
truck Fridays and online movie nights. In the Warch
Campus Center, the Somerset Room has recently
opened to allow students to study and eat while socially distanced. After using these newly opened study
spaces, students are asked to use provided spray
and paper towels to clean the surfaces they used.
The Somerset Room is open daily from 7 a.m. until
midnight, allowing 44 students to use the space. Additional information regarding upcoming activities
could not be provided due to a lack of responses to
interview requests.
In addition to new activities and spaces opening,
new dining options are slowly rolling out. According
to Bon Appètit manager, Julie Severance, the eventual goal is a return to more traditional dining options.
“I liken the reopening to a dial, not a switch,” Severance said. “The dial was set to a one when we returned to school – every day we try to move the dial

closer to 10.”
To continue “turning the dial,” many dining options are being expanded while following guidelines
given by the Appleton Health Department and the
Wisconsin Division of Food and Recreational Safety.
Some of these expanded dining options include vegan
pizza offerings every day in the Andrew Commons,
reusable clamshell containers being offered and the
Andrew Commons dining room opening for physically-distanced dining.
Additionally, every Friday and Saturday night
there will be a pop-up restaurant in The Café; every
Wednesday, there will be ice cream with Stan in The
Café; and on Reading Period days, Oct. 21 and Nov.
3, there will be special meals offered in the Andrew
Commons.
With these continuous additions to on-campus attractions, some off-campus students hope for additions as well. When discussing the growing options,
freshman Samuel Schuler said, “As someone who
wants to come on campus as soon as safely possible
but also doesn’t want to feel isolated or alone, making
sure there are activities available to socialize is very
important to me. I hope Lawrence can help spur some
events in the future concerning off-campus students,
as the hardest part of off-campus life for me personally has been finding ways to socialize with other Lawrentians.”

Do you have questions about any new developments on campus? Do you think The Lawrentian should be covering any specific event?

Let us know!
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Lawrence Liberation
Front starts work on
campus initiatives
Caleb Yuan
Staff Writer

___________________________________

With the mission to spread
information about social and political issues, the newly formed
Lawrence Liberation Front (LLF)
is making its presence felt on campus through public protests and
recruitment efforts. In the near
future, LLF plans to expand to
more concrete action projects to
improve the conditions for Lawrentians both on campus and in
the Appleton area.
A student protest led by LLF
in support of Alvin Cole, a victim
in a recent police shooting, Cole’s
family and other victims of police
brutality, was held by the organization on Oct. 16 in front of Sampson House. About 25 people gathered around Sampson House for
the event.
According to the “Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel,” Cole was shot
and killed in the Mayfair Mall
parking lot in Wauwatosa, Wis. on
Feb. 2 by Officer Joseph Mensah,
who will not face criminal charges,
after the decision made by District
Attorney John Chisolm on Oct. 7.
Protesters in Wauwatosa marched
on the street demanding justice
for Cole.
During the LLF event, the two
speakers, sophomore Gustavo
Zuniga and freshman Ellie Lutterman expressed support for the
protestors in Wauwatosa. They
wished to raise awareness about
racial injustice and police brutality.
“This event will be a beginning
of our actions,” said Lutterman.
“Once we have more volunteers
and members, we will be able
to have greater supports and do
greater things.”
Zuniga, the founder of LLF,
wants to take immediate action
and establish programs for the
benefits of the student body. According to Zuniga, LLF has not
finalized plans for how to streamline aid, but they are hopeful the
organization will be able to facilitate direct assistance to students.
“We cannot wait until the bu-
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reaucracy makes a change for us,
but people in the Liberation Front
can make a change right now,”
Zuniga said. “We are doing a lot of
little things, for example, the mutual aid.”
One of the aid programs LLF is
currently working on, Zuniga said,
is a food aid delivery program
in cooperation with the Student
Food Pantry. Zuniga is concerned
that many students do not have a
private vehicle for transportation,
and they might not be willing to
go off campus due to the concerns
about COVID-19. Especially during the winter, Zuniga worries that
students might encounter difficulties if they do not have extra food
in their dorms. The organization
will be discussing further details
and procedures for the program
with Associate Dean of Academic
Success, Kate Zoromski, this week.
LLF also conducts weekly
reading sessions via Zoom every
Sunday. According to Zuniga, the
participants read materials which
tend to feature less mainstream
political perspectives. Right now,
Zuniga and other members are
reading “The States and Revolution” by Vladimir Lenin. The materials provide alternative political
views to the two-parties perspectives, as people’s views might be
changing under the current political climate, Zuniga said.
In the future, Zuniga wants
LLF to expand into the Appleton
area and help people in need by
providing mutual aid, education
and teaching self-defense. However, the organization itself is still
in a developing stage, and it is
unknown how the programs will
turn out to be, Zuniga said. More
skilled people such as artists, people with first-aid training, video
editors and various other roles are
needed for establishing further
programs in the future.
“We are here, we want to listen
to everyone’s idea and help students on campus.” Zuniga said.
“We want people to feel safe and
be able to have self-determination
as they can defend themselves.”

Students protest police brutality outside of Sampson House on Oct. 16 in an event organized by the Lawrence Liberation Front.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

Weekly updates on the
status of COVID-19 at
Lawrence

COVID-19
ON CAMPUS

TESTS
CONDUCTED:

ACTIVE CASES:

TOTAL POSITIVE
CASES:

Total LU tests:
3,725

Active LU cases:
12

Total LU cases:
27

Total Appleton tests:
23,067

Active Appleton cases:
955

Total Appleton cases:
2,858

We are in:

YELLOW
LIGHT

Limited cases on campus;
widespread transmisison off
campus
Isolation and quarantine
spaces available

In-person classes and activities continue, nonessential employees on campus are reduced and
testing increases.
*data reported as of Oct. 21

Cultural competancy panel to include city officials

Hannah Amell
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

The Office of Diversity and Inclusion is hosting a virtual panel on safety with Appleton city
officials on Thursday, Oct. 29, as part of the Cultural Competency Lecture Series. Panelists will
include Mayor Jake Woodford, Police Chief Todd
Thomas and Appleton’s Diversity and Inclusion
Coordinator, Karen Nelson.
The purpose of the event is to inform Lawrence students about resources available to
them in Appleton and discuss “local diversity,
inclusion and antiracism initiatives,” according
to the event description. Assistant Dean of Students and Director of Lawrence’s Diversity and
Intercultural Center, Brittany Bell, is serving as
moderator for the event, which will be held over

Zoom. Students will be able to ask questions
through the chat function.
“[Students] are an important piece of the [Appleton] community,” Bell said. “Even if it is for
a term, even if it is for an academic year, they’re
still an important part of the community, and I
don’t think their voice is often heard.” Bell continued, “Really the whole idea was to ... connect
students to city officials and get them connected
with resources but also to help them build a relationship with people who are in those roles making those decisions.”
In a more typical year, Lawrence would host
a picnic with city officials to facilitate these conversations. This year, the Office of Diversity and
Inclusion’s Cultural Competency Lecture Series
has transferred these types of events to a virtual
format.

Freshman Arlet Montalvo-Mosso, who plans
to attend the event, said, “As a person who isn’t
originally an Appleton citizen, I feel included
that they are going to do this specifically for students at Lawrence.” Montalvo-Mosso continued,
“I feel like we are being considered as part of the
community. I appreciate that they’re going to
host this event so that we can share our opinions,
our worries and our demands.”
Montalvo-Mosso is particularly interested in
attending in part due to the political climate and
recent events.
“I want to know what plans the mayor has for
the safety of marginalized people — Black people, POC, Indigenous people — especially now
that the elections are coming,” Montalvo-Mosso
said. “I want to know how he is going to create a
safe environment in the Appleton community.”

Students with concerns are encouraged to use
this event as an opportunity to ask questions and
communicate with city officials directly. Questions can be submitted beforehand or during the
panel itself.
Montalvo-Mosso hopes to be more informed
about Appleton plans for safety after the event.
“More than hearing the words ‘we will help
you’ or ‘we stand with you,’ I want to know that
they are actually going to do something to protect people who are marginalized,” MontalvoMosso said. “I don’t want to hear false hope or
false promises; I want to actually see a plan and
for that plan to be taken into action.”
Students can RVSP to the event and learn
how to submit questions by contacting Executive Assistant Cindy Pickart at cindy.j.pickart@
lawrence.edu.

SPORTS
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Aaron Pelavin
Columnist

______________________________________

This column seeks to look back
on memorable moments in college
football and offer commentary on
what makes them unique.
There is a graph that often makes
rounds on various social media platforms that illustrates scientific progress over time with no real defined
benchmarks for what constitutes
progress. The most recent one charts
International Business Machines
Corporation's projections for the
length of time it takes for “knowledge”
to double, saying that knowledge doubled every century in 1900 and that
it will double every 11-12 hours this
year. This week’s column will be looking back to about the midpoint of
that shift, covering a game from the
Arkansas Razorbacks’ 1964 National
Championship winning season.
Back in those days, advanced
analytics were not a thing. Journalists
and coaches could not consult spreadsheets dutifully compiled on the internet documenting the performances of
teams across the country to inform
their voting decisions in the poll. It
was highly unscientific by modern
standards. The Coaches Poll ranked
the top 20 teams in the country, while
the Associated Press (AP) Poll only
listed a measly 10. However, the most
foreign feature of both polls to a casual audience would be that their final
rankings were announced at the end
of Nov., before the post-season. In
the era of the College Football Playoff,
declaring a champion that early would
be tantamount to walking out of a
plane as it is landing.

College Football Retrospectives:
The pork feast that bites back
The internal going-ons of teams
also reflected the times. Nebraska had
yet to establish the weight room as
a must-have amenity of a winning
football program. That would have to
wait until 1969. The idea of coaches
being able to give out scholarships
to athletes was relatively new, having
only been implemented in 1951 after
a lot of resistance from the NCAA.
If you were to describe the sorts of
recruiting databases that populate the
internet these days to a coach back
then, he would probably assume you
had indulged in psychedelics.
Audiences also consumed sports
differently. Color TV was a luxury in
1964. While stations did broadcast
games in color, there were not helpful
graphics popping up on the screen to
tell you which down it was and how
many yards the offense needed to gain
to get a new set of downs. Sports bars
with TVs broadcasting the game were
another pipe dream. A consumer of
sports was left with four options as
to how to follow their teams: word of
mouth, watching the locally broadcasted games, catching up on results
in the newspaper or going to a game
live.
As a result, sports fandom was
much more localized by virtue of what
was accessible. The Southeastern
Conference (SEC) was much more
southeastern than its modern incarnation. There was a Southwestern
Conference (SWC). The Big 10 consisted of midwestern schools and did
not feature interlopers like Maryland
and Rutgers. The Pacific-8 consisted
of eight teams on the West Coast. The
world was much larger back then.
Google Maps says it is an eighthour drive from Fayetteville, Ark. to

Austin, Texas, so it probably took the
1964 Razorbacks the better part of a
day to get to their destination for their
Saturday night game. The Hogs came
into the game undefeated, but so did
the Texas Longhorns. The press was
more impressed with Texas, as they
came into the game ranked first in
the nation with Arkansas only coming
in eighth. They had every reason to
expect Texas to win the game.
The Longhorns were the reigning national champions, having gone
undefeated throughout the entirety of
the previous season and beating Navy
in that year’s edition of the Cotton
Bowl Classic, eliminating any doubts
of their superiority. The Hogs had
managed a mediocre 5-5 record that
year, but they stood to equal the last
season’s winning tally with an upset in
Austin on Saturday the 17th.
But these Longhorns were scary.
They had torn through their first
four games without giving up more
than a touchdown to opposing teams.
Their defense was stout, featuring
All-American Tommy Nobis at linebacker. Their wins were convincing,
and they were in with a shout to win
back-to-back Nattys.
The Hogs, on the other hand,
were the Hogs. While they had a
stretch of three consecutive SWC titles
from 1959-1961, they had a habit of
losing to Texas. The SWC championships that bookended their three-year
run were shared with Texas. They only
lost two games in conference over that
three-year run, both to Texas. Texas
was their boogeyman. Although cows
tend to be herbivores, the Longhorns
looked forward to their annual pork
feast at Arkansas’ expense.
Going into the game, Texas was

ready for the Hogs to serve themselves
on a platter again. While both teams
were undefeated, the Hogs were not
all that convincing. Oklahoma State
would have beaten them in week one
if the Cowboys’ kicker had not missed
two makeable field goals. The Hogs
had to come from behind to beat Tulsa
at home.
In the next game, a 29-6 win over
Texas Christian University, Arkansas
managed to nab six interceptions but
had only scored seven points going
into the fourth quarter where they
allowed the Horned Frogs to score
their first touchdown of the season.
Going into the game against Texas,
the Hogs were coming off their most
convincing win of the season in a 17-6
drubbing of the Baylor Bears, but
they just were not dominating like the
Longhorns.
The
65,700-person
crowd
exceeded Memorial Stadium’s 60,916
limit. The majority were probably
Longhorns fans, expecting to receive
their annual win at Arkansas’ expense.
That did not happen. They were treated to a spectacle that must have been
excruciating. Despite gaining more
than 100 more net yards on offense
than the Hogs, they lost. Despite gaining twice as many first downs than the
Hogs did, the Longhorns lost.
In the second quarter, Texas
gave up a punt return touchdown to
give Arkansas the lead going into halftime. Going into the fourth quarter,
Arkansas maintained a 7-0 lead. But
these were the Longhorns, not the
Horned Frogs. They should have been
losing by a lot, but Texas had not been
threatening to score that frequently.
Their only opportunities had resulted
in a missed field goal attempt in the

first quarter.
Texas managed to tie things
up early in the fourth quarter, but
Arkansas’ offense finally woke up
and went on a 75-yard drive that
would account for more than half
of their total yards on the day to
score on a 34-yard pass. This angered
the Longhorns. These cows had
grown accustomed to their annual
pork feasts. They managed to score
a touchdown on their next drive, but
they were not going to settle for a tie.
They wanted to win. They went for
the two-point conversion. They did
not score the two-point conversion.
They lost at home. If they had scored
the field goal in the first quarter, they
would have won.
Arkansas would go on to be
robbed of a consensus National
Championship by virtue of the AP
Polls and Coaches Polls not waiting
until the end of Bowl Season to make
their decisions. Both decided that
Alabama had been the more impressive undefeated conference champions, even though 'Bama’s most highly
ranked opposition on their way to the
SEC title had been an eighth-ranked
Louisiana State University.
The Crimson Tide would go on
to lose that season’s Orange Bowl to
the Texas Longhorns, giving the Hogs
a transitive victory over the other
national champions. Seven selectors
declared Arkansas national champions, but they are yet to top a year-end
Coaches Poll or AP Poll. The Hogs
continue to deal with similar struggles
to this day, illustrated by their loss to
Auburn a few weeks back due to Bo
Nix’s blown spike and the incompetence of referees.

This Week in Sports History: Kyrie Irving burns Timberwolves for 50 in
Brooklyn debut

Gannon Flynn
Columnist

________________________________

This column seeks to profile
important events in the history of
sports.
In a league so infatuated with
the prospect of a “super team,” it’s
refreshing to see NBA stars driven by
something other than a championship. For Kyrie Irving, his move to the
Brooklyn Nets was far more sentimental than most.
After six seasons with the
Cleveland Cavaliers, one of which
saw the team taking advantage of
the Warriors’ slump in the Finals
and bringing a championship to the
city, Irving requested a trade. Playing
alongside LeBron James irritated
him, as he felt as though he didn’t get
enough respect playing in his shadow
and desired his own team to captain.
In 2017, his request was granted,
and he was sent to the Boston Celtics

on Aug. 22. The season began very
promisingly. Irving had many consecutive games with over 24 points even
from the beginning of the season, and
helped the Celtics tremendously along
a 16-game winning streak in Nov.
Though Irving's efforts helped
them reach second-seed in the
Eastern Conference with a record of
55-27, Irving himself would undergo
a major crisis in March of 2018: after
a removal of a tension wire in his left
knee, he was given a rest period of
three to six weeks to recover. In two
weeks, however, he needed to remove
two patella screws after the operation,
and his recovery increased to four to
five months.
Despite making it to the
Conference Finals and losing in seven
games, losing Irving was undoubtedly
a massive blow for the Celtics. After
his recovery, his second season as a
Celtic had its bright spots; he’d tied
his longest streak of games with 25 or
more points, having done it six times

in a row in 2019. He’d also helped
them make fourth-seed, although the
Celtics lost the Conference Semifinals
1-4 against the Milwaukee Bucks.
Fans around the NBA were
incredibly disappointed, however,
especially Celtics fans. With Jayson
Tatum on the roster, they felt robbed.
This was Irving's worst year yet, and
they could not believe such a promising player could not get it done,
especially with weapons around him.
Despite talks of re-signing with the
team, he left Boston for Brooklyn,
joining Kevin Durant on the Nets.
As much of a generic super team
situation as this move sounds, there’s
more than something so superficial.
Tragedy struck Irving hard in 2018.
His grandfather, George Larson, had
died in Oct., and it was a silent tragedy
that plagued Irving. He said he felt
like the joy of the game was “sucked
away from” him and that he “failed
those guys” in Boston for not being
a strong enough leader. He added

that “after [his grandfather] passed,
basketball was the last thing on [his]
mind.” He told nobody of the grief he
felt, and it ate away at him, robbing
him of his true skill and commitment
to the game.
Irving's return to Brooklyn was
for him rather than for anybody else;
his family mostly lives in New York,
and since the passing of his grandfather, he needed the support of his
family. His debut as a Net was the
therapeutic release he was looking for.
A year to the day of his grandfather’s
death — and exactly one year ago
on Oct. 23 — Irving dominated the
spotlight, both for the Nets and the
Timberwolves.
His play on all fronts was lights
out. In 38 minutes, Irving scored 50
points on his own, with a 50 percent
success rate from the three-point line
at 7-14. For reference, all other Nets
players scored 76. He added eight
rebounds, seven assists and zero turnovers the entire game. Nobody could

touch him, guard him or hope to stop
him. The Timberwolves were lucky to
walk away with an overtime win, as an
NBA street-level fader nearly missed
at the overtime buzzer.
As disappointed as Irving was
to lose, he told reporters exactly what
was motivating his spectacular performance: “Yesterday was a little harder
than this just talking to my grandmother, talking to my dad, talking to
my sister … But, today, I made a conscious choice when I woke up just to
be grateful for the day and every day
going forward. Irving continued, "Just
had to make a choice just to be happy
out there. My grandfather would only
want it that way. He was my biggest
fan over when he was in Wash., and
he was definitely in there tonight. I
felt him, and I know he’s gonna be
with me the whole entire journey of
this season and moving forward.” If
Durant returns to Brooklyn, they’ll
most definitely be a terrifying opposition in the East.

Sports in this Day and Age: Upsets, records and close calls
Shawn McCandlish
Columnist

____________________________________

This column seeks to cover significant current events in the sporting
world as it navigates the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic.
College football is always wild
and full of surprises. This past week
was no different, as we saw four
ranked teams lose to unranked teams,
and three barely squeak by. One of the
biggest games, if not the biggest game
of the season so far, also happened on
Saturday, Oct. 17 as second-ranked
Alabama (4-0) defeated then thirdranked Georgia (3-1). All of these and
more will be covered, as well as a special preview of next weekend’s action,
including the return of Big 10 football.
The action last week was not
confined to Fridays or Saturdays,
as on Wednesday Coastal Carolina
University (CCU) (4-0) defeated the

University of Louisiana-Lafayette
(3-1) 30-27. This knocked the
Ragin’ Cajuns out of the top 25 and
allowed CCU to sneak in at number
25. On Friday, Southern Methodist
University (SMU) (5-0) barely edged
out Tulane (2-3) in a hotly contested
contest that went into overtime, ending 37-34 thanks to a 34-yard Chris
Nagger field goal. However, Friday’s
action wasn’t yet over as Brigham
Young University (5-0) easily handled
Houston (1-1) 43-26 in Houston’s second game of the season.
Saturday’s action kept up the
frantic pace set the night before, as
top-ranked Clemson (5-0) throttled
Georgia Tech (2-3) 73-7 as Trevor
Lawrence had a career day, throwing
for 404 yards and five touchdowns,
all of which came in the first half,
which put them up 52-7 before the
third quarter even started. After that,
Clemson cruised through the second
half, posting another three touch-

downs while preventing the Yellow
Jackets from scoring for the rest of
the game. It was a thorough route and
the largest win-differential in Atlantic
Coast Conference history.
Compared to the elegance of
Clemson’s win, Notre Dame (4-0)
feels like the ugly duckling, as they
barely managed to make it past the
Louisville Cardinals (1-4). After
scoring the first six points via two
field goals in the first quarter, neither team scored again until midway through the third quarter when
Malik Cunningham connected with
Marshon Ford to put the Cardinals up
7-6. Notre Dame ended the scoring
less than four minutes later with a
13-yard touchdown and a failed twopoint conversion, leading to an ugly
12-7 win for the third-ranked team in
the nation.
South Carolina (2-2) and
Kentucky (2-2) both played the spoiler
in their respective games, with South

Carolina defeating Auburn (2-2) 30-22
and Kentucky thoroughly defeating
Tennessee (2-2) 34-7. Auburn and
Tennessee, ranked 11th and 18th last
week respectively, both dropped out
of the rankings after poor showings by
both teams. For Auburn, the chance at
redemption looms as they take on Ole
Miss (1-3), while Tennessee’s woes
continue as they face Alabama on
Saturday.
North Carolina (3-1) also suffered, as they dropped their game
against Florida State (2-3) by three,
losing 28-31. For the Tar Heels this
loss reverberates even more, as they
were ranked fifth in the nation heading into this game, while Florida State
was unranked. The Tar Heels dropped
nine spots in the rankings to number 14. The Seminoles still remain
unranked despite the win against a
top-five opponent. However, after a
disappointing start to the season, this
may mark a turning point for the team

moving forward.
Saturday’s primetime game did
not disappoint either, as Alabama
defeated Georgia in an entertaining game that ended 41-24. Georgia,
which could lay claim to one of the
best if not the best defenses in the
nation, could not stop Alabama’s
offense in which Mac Jones threw for
417 yards and four touchdowns while
running back Najee Harris ran for 152
yards and a score.
Georgia put up plenty of offense
itself; however, all of that offense was
crammed in the first half, as they
went into halftime holding a 24-20
lead, before going scoreless in the
second half and allowing Alabama to
run away with the win. Come playoff
time, this loss may hurt Georgia. For
Alabama, this win puts them firmly
in charge of their destiny as they now
have the head-to-head win against
Georgia, although they could meet

See page 6
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N’d?

By Nupur Vaghasia

Transcendent Threads
By Kelly Foy

Have you ever wondered what
it would feel like if you were being
held by one million kind-hearted
grizzly bears at the same time? I
guess that might sound quite ghoulish, but, to me, that’s what wearing
a cardigan feels like. Ah, the hug of
sweaters, how can I describe thee
differently? Cardigans, if you aren’t
hip to the finery, are friends, a toasty
cup of tea on a glum afternoon, a
5 a.m. wake-up call, a passionate
true love’s kiss! In more, como se
dice, authentic terms, a cardigan is a
sweater material with an open front,
usually with ornamental buttons ...
oh my gosh don’t get me started on
ornamental buttons! So, as I sit here
pensively trying to display the true
eternal beauty of the supple and serendipitous sweater, I will introduce
you to some cardigans I have loved,
lost, kept in touch, spilled marinara
sauce on and danced all night in.
Emerald green, maroon, burnt
orange and deep purple make up the
rainbow of my most worn cardy. I
found this little phenomenon at the
Fox Valley Thrift Shoppe: a home
away from home, a shoulder for
everyone to cry on, a best friend’s
abode. This cardigan quickly became
a staple of my wardrobe! I bet you’re
wondering how a cardigan with such
a multitude of colors goes well with
such outfits. HAH! Gotcha! The
beautiful thing about old reliable
is that it probably doesn’t go with
everything that I pair it with, but
since it’s a cardigan, it does. I cannot explain this phenomenon, but,
simply put, your cardigan will always
fit with your outfit.
The next cardigan that owns my
heart is a green, argyle, wooly favorite. I got this at a thrift store in 2019,
before the nightmare that is 2020,
and I have admired it ever since.
However, I must critique it. Given its
wooly nature, I find it hard to wear
without a long sleeve shirt under
it, which leaves me bitter. Even
though a Christmas tree is prickly,
do we immediately throw it out of
our homes? Of course not. Do we
throw away a piece of bread that has
some mold on it? Of course not, you

scrape off the mold and make your
sandwich (right? eek!). Thusly, I just
make sure to wear that cardigan with
a long sleeve shirt. Perhaps, we can
learn a life-ish lesson from my alligator-y cardigan, both uncomfortable
and green, about how sometimes we
must work with what we have, and I
think that’s beautiful.
Next, I have no choice other
than to tell you about the modern
relic that I found at the Goodwill last
Sunday. Are you ready? Like seatbelts-on-as-if-an-angry-and-smallpug-was-driving-the-car ready? Well
... I found a months cardigan! What
is a months cardigan? If you had
asked me that a month ago (hehe)
I wouldn’t have known either. Well,
this never-been-done-before piece
is sectioned out into 12 parts, and
each part has the name of a month
as well as some symbols! For example, the month of July has some
BEADED FIREWORKS!! WHAT??
I know. It’s too literal beast mode,
too epic, a serious win. As my eyes
locked upon this zesty piece from
across the room, it was as if someone had started playing “My Heart
Will Go On” by Celine Dion. Nothing
else existed except me and this special little drapery. Something about
this cardigan, just by existing, made
a mockery of every other piece of
clothing I owned. I knew that if I
left without buying it, my life would
simply be ruined.
Now, you probably think I’m all
cuckoo bananas because I said my
life would be ruined if I had passed
up a seemingly obnoxious cardigan.
However, if I could make you feel
what I felt when I laid my silly little
eyes on that silly little cardigan, you
would understand too. Especially in
this horrific, gut-wrenching, “Why
god, why?” times, it is important
to find some excitement in small
things. I hope that even if it’s grandma’s old sweater, some sweatpants
from a bat mitzvah in seventh grade
where you danced with your crush,
or a thrift store cardigan, that you
can feel as happy as the day you
received it when you put it on.

Trombone ED
By Willem Villerius

I’m so tired.
I’m so tired, I’m satired. So how
about we let me be a goody goofy
two-shoed beatnik beat poet for one
week and one week only? Instead
of a two-bit armpit of a funny cynic
satirist git with an axe to grind on
his writing shift. Everything must go
for at least a little while so let’s let
it, why don’t we? Some of you may
not know, but I’m a trombonist by
trade. I’m a creative type typecast
in boots too big to fill — they’re
daddy’s rubbers and I’m swimming
in ‘em. A never-ending slide. A new
side of myself to be implicated and
explored. A side story, a backstory,
the backside of a slide story.
What was it my father always
told me obstinately? Soft articulation
by morning, trombonist’s mourning.
Hard articulation by night, lover’s
delight. I do believe I wish my wife
told me that. I’m a softy, what can I
say? As hard as it pains me, I go soft
in the paint. What was it my good ol’
teacher told me about my slide technique? My hand was too jerky! Teach
sent me a video of JJ Johnson. Look
at that wrist, look at that ease, listen
to that sound. The trombone moaning glorious bebop as JJ smoothly
slides his perfectly oiled slide. A
glorious ringing if I’ve ever heard
it. There’s me, however, jerking all
over the place with my shot wrist.
No ease from point A to B. I would
be lying to say I had no envy. He with
the know to and can do that I’d like
to have to play that sexy, sexy bebop
music. Wooing and moaning with
the plunger clasped on the bell. I do
believe I wish my wife compared my
performing to JJ’s.

If I had a nickel for every time
I overshot the sixth position way
down there by the spit valve, I could
buy a number of nickel’s worth of
gloves or mitts — my trombone’s
getting moldy! It’s not even an oldy,
I just have unkempt hands, and my
fingers, sheesh they’re oily! Better
to overshoot than not even shoot at
all, am I right? My sheet music may
as well be blank! Sometimes cracking under pressure, breaking the
flow, ending the ecstasy. All to the
bemusement of my fellow musicians.
Garbling the trigger low D, sounding
like a jerk, finishing my performance
and leaving so soon are we? I was
embarrassed, what can I say, what
can I play that’s easier? Easier on
the nerves. It’s completely out of my
depth, my league, everything. I do
believe I wish my wife was bemused
at this one.
I harken back to my early days.
I had a long primer with a eupho and
tuba before graduating and ingratiating with the full-length trombone. Talk about high-risk, highreward! Back on the old eupho there
were three finger options. That’s it!
Three fingers. Satisfying, simple,
valve work, pipe work. Now, with
the trombone and the old slide, I
could be anywhere and nowhere at
the same time. And talk about an old
slide too. A rusty finger valve elicits
that same pitch, but with a crusty old
slide you’ve got nowhere to go. So
many possibilities, but you just can’t
reach the good spot. I remember the
maintenance man at the music shop
telling me to keep it cleaned regularly. Not even to look impressive but

See page 5
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Blue Collar

Little Prince and Princess
By Celeste Reyes

By Molly Ruffing

When I was born, they wrapped
me in a pink little blanket and placed
a blue collar around my neck. My
father’s collar stiffened as he added
on more hours, already thinking about
the many mouths to feed. My brothers sat at home eagerly waiting for
their little sister to come home, each
adorned with blue collars.
As I grew up, I never paid
much attention to my collar. It was
blue just like everyone else I knew.
But then I would spot a
white collar or even a gold one. I
hadn’t even known gold collars existed before that day. And I found myself
wondering, why was mine blue?
Nonetheless,
I
continued,
straightening my collar after playing
outside and making sure there weren’t
any grass stains on it. It was blue after
all, not green.
When I got to high school,
teachers looked at my collar before
looking me in the eyes. Or, sometimes
worse, they would look me in the eyes
first, then stray to my collar, and then
back again as if my blue eyes held
some sort of magical connection to the
collar.
I wore a blue collar because it’s
all I ever knew, all they ever told me
I would wear.
But then people started to
question even more than I ever had.

Why wear a blue collar when there
were white ones out there? Why settle
for a white collar when you could go
further? Why even bother with a collar if it isn’t the best one out there?
People like me didn’t have
the luxury to discard our collars or
to look at the other collars and see a
future. We looked at our blue collars
in the mirror, we straightened them,
and we went about our day. We had
things to do, and we had no time to
question why.
As I approached graduation, collars became a part of conversations more and more. Part of me
was comforted by the blue collar; it
had been with me through it all, and I
knew it so well. But everyone kept telling me to look beyond the blue -- look
beyond the collar even and just find
something I enjoy.
What was there to enjoy
when collars kept choking me, suffocating my every breath? Even my
beautiful blue one seemed to restrict
my breathing some days. Pushing
aside the stifling collars, I walked
across the stage on graduation night
to claim my diploma with my blue collar peeking out of my gown.
I went to college with my
blue collar in hand, held tighter than
even the pepper spray my mother
had given me. To pay for my tuition,

Trombone ED

a failed session with a darn broke
thing like that. I do believe I wish my
wife told me like the maintenance
man did.
That’s enough of that now.
Once it’s all spilled out like I’ve done,
there’s not much more to harp on
about tromboning for. Just gotta go
sit and be happy I get to at all, some
aren’t so lucky. Back to being a crank
for me, you’re probably all tired of
this hanky-panky goof-washing gab.

continued from page 3

for the thing’s darn longevity. Now,
here I am, wasted, twisted, green and
molding, red rot, eyes bloodshot. I
stayed up late just trying to make anything happen. Squeaking and squealing, breathing and hyperventilating
myself into oblivion. Talk about risk
and reward, hell hath no wfury like

By Celeste Reyes

I starched the hell out of my collar.
Even as I sat in lectures, my collar
stood crisp and clean, letting everyone know that I was blue through
and through. My blue collar never
drooped, never sported one wrinkle
even after hours spent in the library
poring over books written by people
wearing anything but blue.
Professors ignored the blue
collar, calling it just a summertime
collar or just something to fill the
time. Little did they know that my
blue collar was so much more than a
pastime. It was my livelihood.
Each day, it seemed like
the only blue collar I saw was looking
back at me in the mirror. Every other
collar didn’t seem to even matter to
people. They weren’t wearing one or
they didn’t even care to straighten it if
it went a bit askew.
What was it like to not be so connected to the color and condition of
your collar?
As the years passed by,
my collar never changed color. It
remained blue, and I was constantly
aware of its hue. Even as I was told
of all the collars that awaited me, I
couldn’t help but find myself fidgeting with the blue, pulling it tighter or
straightening it just a smidge.
Blue was all I ever knew. It was
all I thought I would ever wear.
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Sports in This Day
and Age
continued from page 3

again in the Southeaster Conference championship game.
With last week’s games in the books, we
can look ahead to next week. The big headline
heading into this week is the start of Big 10 football, which so far had been postponed. The Big

10 will kick things off on Friday as 16th ranked
Wisconsin goes up against Illinois. Marquee
matchups for the Big 10 on Saturday also include
fifth-ranked Ohio State taking on Nebraska and
18th ranked Michigan facing off against 21st
ranked Minnesota in one of several ranked
matchups happening this week.
Other notable matchups this week include
number nine Cincinnati against 16th ranked
SMU and sixth-ranked Oklahoma State taking
on 17th ranked Iowa State. With plenty to look
forward to, this next week of college football will
be even more action-packed and eventful than
before.

Like us on
Facebook!

/Lawrentian
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Study Abroad in Crete, Greece
Photos by Jacki Healy.
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Fall Photo Feature: Appleton signs
Photos by Caroline Garrow.

Dani Massey

Subculture on Main: A. J. Ulwelling

Columnist

______________________________________

Subculture on Main strives to raise awareness of the diversity of people and important
issues on the Lawrence University campus.
Care is taken to give equal platform to unique
individuals and to listen to their stories with an
open mind. Interviews are reflective only of the
interviewee on not of their whole group.
A. J. Ulwelling, a sophomore majoring
in global and Russian studies, gave a glimpse
into his world as a student athlete and in club
leadership. He dives for the LU Swimming and
Diving Team, organizes the Russian and Eastern
European Club (LUREE) as president, and participate in the on-campus Jewish student union,
Hillel. Ulwelling explained the importance of
clubs in student life, “[t]hese communities on
campus are both ways for people to be connected
with those of like-minded individuals, but also
so that they can welcome people from other
backgrounds, to join and to learn more about
different groups.”
During his senior year of high school
after taking an introductory course in Russian,
Ulwelling participated in a National Summer
Linguistic Initiative for Youth (NSLIY) program
in Moldova, a small eastern European country
nestled between Ukraine and Romania. There,
he lived with a host family and got to study
at a university for eight weeks. “We had to
speak Russian, mostly the whole time,” he said.
“You go to class, and then go home where my
[host] parents helped me with my homework.
Sometimes my [host] sisters would, too. We also
got to do other stuff like going to a street vendor.
I ordered in very basic Russian, and they know
you’re American, but they appreciate that you’re
trying.” Ulwelling remembered ordering very
tasty apple juice from a particular vendor, badly,
in Russian. “You get to be part of the culture,
live and be a part of it. I really enjoyed that, and
I continued it at Lawrence.”
Now here, Ulwelling dives for the Swimming
and Diving team which is a newly discovered
passion of his. He described the team as a tight
knit community. “You spend a lot of time with
a certain group of people.” He continued, “[i]
t gives you the chance to get close to them and
even have a familial sense with each other. We

go to practices every day, we do [weight] lifting and yoga together. For me, being a part of a
sports team has been beneficial for helping me
manage my time and having this group of people
that are basically family that you can talk to.”
“Diving is something fun to do,” Ulwelling
said. “I like competing. The team is a community even when you aren’t on the diving board.
When you’re stretching or talking together, it’s
a community. Even though you’re all competing
against each other, you don’t really look at each
other as competition because everyone is at such
different levels that everybody scores so differently.” He commented that “[e]verybody will
offer advice to you. I like the community here,
especially because it [doesn’t feel] as cutthroat
as a D1 school. It’s a wholesome [community].”
When Ulwelling is not at practice with
his team, he brings the presence of Russia
and Eastern Europe to campus. He coordinates
events with other members of the LUREE team,
Julia Hackler and Ryn Hintz, such as movie
nights, alumni mixers, and discussions. You
don’t have to speak Russian to join he said.
Ulwelling approaches the alleged controversial
involvement with Russian culture with care.
“I think it would be fun to get more Russian
involvement on campus because sometimes it
seems like people only hear about political turmoil when it comes to Russia,” he explained.
“Some people have a negative connotation
toward it because of the politics. It’s important
to show people more of the culture, that not all of
Russia is its politics. I want them to see that it is
a very welcoming group and teach people more
about [what it means to be Russian] through the
language, culture, history.”
Ulwelling talked about prejudice some
Americans have against Russia. “I want them to
understand that Russia is not just this terrible
country, with a terrible leader, and conservative
beliefs. These things are, to a certain extent,
true, but it is more than that,” he said. “Given
how Russian history developed, we have to
understand that cultural differences exist. If we
judge Russia for every cultural difference they
have, then at the end of the day we’re just going
to have a bunch of people who hate Russia.”
Ulwelling wants to increase positive understandings of Russia in those who don’t know much
about it. He invites all to consider learning more.
Ulwelling talked about his latest project

Sophomore, A. J. Ulwelling.
Photo by Dani Massey.

that connected cities from across the United
States and Russia in real time. “When I found
out about this organization called Clean Games
based in Russia, I wanted to bring it here,” he
explained. “They organize these trash cleanups
all around the world. The latest [event] was a
partnership between the U.S. and Russia. The
goal was to have 25 people at each site at each
of the 10 sites [in the U.S. and 10 in Russia]. We
had sites from California to Sochi (with one in
Appleton, WI). It was an interesting experience
to be part of a Russian NGO (non-government
organization) and to be engaged in environmental concerns.” Clean Games is supported
by the World Aral Region Charities that aim to
educate communities about environmental pollution through play. The initiative began in 2014
and each game gathers 1 to 3 tons of garbage on
average. Ulwelling organized the Appleton site at
Telulah Park, ensuring personal protective
equipment and social distancing for all volunteer

participants during the COVID-19 pandemic.
“For me,” Ulwelling concluded, “being
involved with clubs on campus feel very welcoming. For example, at Hillel you don’t have to
be Jewish to come to events. Everybody is more
than willing to teach about the religion. The
same [goes for] swimming. Anybody who wants
to swim can get in touch with Coach Drew and
he can discuss training to get them involved.” He
mentioned teamwork and family as things he has
gained from LU Swimming and Diving. “And of
course, at Russian club, anybody’s welcome. Pop
that Zoom link in and come on over! The biggest
part for me is that in Lawrence clubs everybody
feels welcome. I’ve really enjoyed that here.”
You can get involved with LUREE by contacting A. J. Ulwelling at ulellia@lawrence.edu.
If you would like to share your story,
contact Dani Massey at danionlawrentian@
gmail.com
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Mads Layton

Student Group Spotlight: SOL Studios

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Tucked away in the basement
of the Music-Drama Center, in the
corner of WLFM studios, is Students
of Lawrence Studios (SOL). SOL has
been an organization on campus for
many years now, bringing events such
as “Live at The Draw” from Winter
Term 2020 and various open mic
nights to the Lawrence campus. The
little studio holds a comfortable energy and has software and space for
Lawrentians to create and mix music.
Heading up the leadership right
now is senior Daniel Green who has
served as the president of the organization since the end of his sophomore
year. He explains, “I came into SOL
as an aspiring artist and with my own
personal experiences on campus. I felt
more like the archetype artist for SOL
Studios, so becoming president sort of
rattled my brain because I had to put
a different hat on.” Green continued,
“I no longer thought of myself as just
an artist only accountable to my own
work and started thinking of myself
as someone who is accountable for
the organization.” During his time in
this position, Green has prioritized
accumulating tools that would help
artists to be successful in their process
of making music. His unique skillsets,
producing, songwriting, engineering
and performing give him the perspective to know what would elevate

Sophomore Yanni Yang and seniors Nathan Glazer and Daniel Green pratice in the recording space at SOL Studios.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

the quality of the space. He intends
to bring the recording software and
equipment to full functionality by the
time he graduates in the spring.
Green notes that, in previous generations of SOL studios, many of the

artists involved were DIY musicians
who were individualistic and tried not
to depend on too many people, but in
more recent history, the practice of
collaboration has “taken over the idea
of what this space can be.” Since the

addition of the newer audio interface,
SOL has created greater connections
with the Conservatory. They have seen
artists collaborate more with instrumentalists to release music. This is
the kind of work that SOL intends to

do and the space it fills on this campus
— giving students access to a space
where they can bring their work out
into the real world.
Green says that one thing that
he thinks is important about SOL is
that everything that is made there
has real world impact in the community. Their tendency towards collaboration extends outside of just
relationships between artists — they
have partnered with the Band Booking
Community, Lawrence International,
Black Student Union and Lawrence’s
Rabbit Gallery to create relationships
between organizations as well. This
gives SOL members chances to perform at various events that are held
on campus.
The studio is open to any student at Lawrence who has the desire;
all they need to do is reach out to a
member of the board to get access.
“We don’t really care what you do,
as long as you feel like being around
and being a vibe, then come through.”
For those with interest, Green has
offered himself as a point of contact at
greend@lawrence.edu. In addition, he
and other SOL members will be available for questions and communication
on Friday, Oct. 23, at 8 p.m., when
SOL is hosting an open mic night in
the Somerset Room. Here, the stakes
will be low and students are free to
attend and share what they can do.

Movies, Movies, Movies
Follow our social
media!
Levi Homman
Columnist

______________________________________
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“Hubie Halloween,” 2020,
directed by Steve Brill – 1/5 Stars
Adam Sandler has starred in
a lot of bad movies. Alongside producer Jack Giarraputo, Sandler created Happy Madison Productions,
which has brought audiences infamous gems like “Pixels,” “Jack and
Jill” and “Grown Ups.” This month,
“Hubie Halloween” joined the roster
of shockingly terrible comedies, featuring what might be Sandler’s most
insultingly lazy performance yet.
“Hubie Halloween” follows
Hubert Schubert Dubois — yes,
really — played by Sandler, a developmentally challenged middle-aged
man who lives with his mother in
Salem, Mass. Hubert, or Hubie, as he
is called, seems to be universally bullied by the entire town. Whenever he
rides his bicycle from place to place,
his neighbors throw whatever they
can at him. He is easily scared, and his
coworkers find great glee in pranking
him with scary masks. The majority
of the movie is spent torturing Hubie
as a character, and it is unclear if we
are meant to laugh at his suffering
or to feel bad for him. This is made
even more confusing by the fact that
Sandler’s characterization is an overthe-top, ridiculous and very offensive
portrayal of a differently abled person.
This contradiction carries throughout,
concluding with preaching a message
about loving and accepting others —
something the movie itself does not
seem to do.
Despite clocking in at only
around an hour and 40 minutes, this
sorry excuse for a film feels much
longer. The star-studded cast, including Maya Rudolph, Steve Buschemi,
Ray Liotta and even Noah Schnapp of
“Stranger Things” fame, slog through

a boring, derivative script, mired in
dated tropes and unfunny, nonsensical dialogue. The romantic subplot
between Hubie and his high school
crush feels forced and stilted, and
Kevin James’ performance as a police
officer is eye-rollingly trite.
All this being said, there are a
few chuckles to be had when watching this depressingly vapid snoozefest.
One of the few somewhat redeeming moments in the movie features a
surprise appearance from Shaquille
O’Neal in a scene so ridiculous and
silly that you cannot help but laugh,
even if you are laughing at the movie
rather than with it. There are a few
other laughs throughout, though none
of them are memorable.
“Hubie Halloween” is not even
entertainingly bad. The formula that it
employs has been seen a million times
over, and most of the cast, including Sandler, seem disinterested and
unenthusiastic. Everything about it is
tired and clichéd, from the writing, to
the predictable humor, to the horribly
overused greenscreen. What makes
this banality so painful is not just its
existence; we can all go for a silly,
familiar comedy every once in a while.
No, what makes “Hubie Halloween”
so painfully awful is that it seems
to lack any sort of self-awareness. It
can be felt through the screen while
watching that this latest Sandler flick
was a shameless cash grab made by
a group of aging men who are desperately trying, and failing, to keep
up with the times, all while quickly
losing enthusiasm for their own work.
In short, it does not seem like anyone
who worked on “Hubie Halloween”
really cared if the movie was good
or not, nor did they make any sort of
effort to make something original or
even remotely entertaining.
“Hubie Halloween” is on Netflix
right now.
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Album Review: “visiting ghost”

Erin O’Brien
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Joe Kratzer is an innovative artist of the ambient electronic persuasion who releases music under the
moniker “visiting ghost.” They put out
their most recent project, an album
entitled, “light spills out,” this past
spring in May 2020. They describe
this work as one of their most fun and
broadly experimental projects to date,
largely because of their incorporation
of natural ratios, rhythms and the
tension created by the juxtaposition
of those natural elements with the
electronic warping they underwent in
production.
In many ways, “light spills out”
is a monument to their evolution as
an artist and the development of their
distinct sound. Kratzer explained
that when they began experimenting with electronic music years ago
in 2014, they were drawn to a much
more hardcore sound, emulating the
style of artists they admired such as
Skrillex or deadmou5. They began
their experimentation in the genre
using their brother’s pirated music
software, which they taught themself
how to use via YouTube. During this
stage of their artististic development,
virtually all the sounds and effects
they used were digitally generated

using this software. But as they continued their passionate consumption
and production of music, they began
to broaden their aural scope.
Around 2016 and beyond,
Kratzer’s musical study at Perpich
Center for Arts Education in
Minneapolis, as well as their interest in vaporwave and other genres,
prompted them to approach creation
from a new angle. As they began
to realize the breadth of electronic
music’s potential, they veered away
from solely computer-programmed
sounds and began to electronically
meld and warp real recordings of
instrumentals, vocals and speaking
as well as samples from other songs.
They modified these clips by pitching
them up or down, layering them and
creating subtle tempo variances to
modify the song structure and maintain a dramatic driving edge.
What appealed to them about
this integrative approach was exploring the tension between calming ambience and the unexpected, the familiar
and the experimental. They described
this tension within the ambient genre
as a constant back and forth between
contradictions, something incredibly
difficult to balance but never dull to
attempt. Kratzer shared that many
of the recordings they use are just
iPhone voice memos of vocals, pianos
or synths, using their past sounds

and recordings as a sample library for
their projects.
An Oregon-based Bandcamp
vaporwave label called Virtual Beach
Club that recently facilitated a physical re-release of one of Kratzer’s earlier projects from 2018 affirms the
nuance behind maintaining this tension. They encourage listeners via
their site to think of “ambient music”
not as neutral background music but,
instead, as “slowed down symphonies” with incredible artistic attention
to texture and detail. This is certainly
an accurate description of Kratzer’s
discography, as each of their released
albums is a product of months of
intense, deliberate work and fine-tuning to curate a specific sound perennially just outside the realm of aural
comfort.
Kratzer is currently studying
music production at Minneapolis
Community and Technical College
but continues to be as self-driven and
explorative as always. Both in their
college program and previous arts
education, they reflected positively
on the freedom they were given for
musical exploration and the lack of
competitive proscription and pressure
that can be present in classical musical training. Kratzer’s work is available
for streaming on both Soundcloud
and Bandcamp under both the names
“visiting ghost” and GHO.

Senior recital inspires

John Freidinger
Staff Writer

___________________________________

This past Saturday, Oct. 17,
senior Spencer Bunch-Hotaling performed his student recital. It was a
percussion performance with a wide
range of instruments, all evoking
strong emotional reactions from those
watching. There were moments of
peace and ambience during his performance accompanied by other times
of high intensity and climax.
The opening songs were performed on a drum set and other traditional percussion instruments, which
all rode high with intensity, pushing
any listener to the edge of their seat.
These songs brought on an intense
emotional reaction and made hearts
pound with the beat.
Bunch-Hotaling then moved
to the xylophone to provide a more
relaxing and melodic performance.
The first couple songs after the instrument change were performed smoothly and made use of all parts of the
xylophone, even the parts not traditionally thought of as musical.

Another song Bunch-Hotaling
performed on the drums proved his
expertise, as he was able to keep a
steadfast beat while continually adding more and more elements of sound
into the mix. At points during his performance, it seemed as though he was
barely paying attention to keeping the
beat while looking around and picking
up different instruments to play.
Later in his performance, BunchHotaling moved to the glockenspiel
to provide a peaceful rendition of a
song that required skill with not just
one mallet per hand but two. In these
songs, the harmonies did not seem
conventional, but, on a deep listening
level, it provided a beautiful combination of notes.
Another one of Bunch-Hotaling’s
pieces on the xylophone was characterized by a progression of cascading notes that provided a moment
of beauty in the chaos of midterms.
Bunch-Hotaling’s performance exemplifies Lawrence students’ ability to
make the best of a tough situation.
Though it seems nearly impossible
to put aside current events, BunchHotaling was able to focus and not

only put together a recital, but execute
it with precision. He was committed
to his musicianship and performed a
flawless recital despite the lack of a
room full of audience members.
It was truly a shame this performance could not be heard by people
attending the live event. The beauty
of the music Bunch-Hotaling performed was truly not done justice by
a virtual livestream. That being said,
Bunch-Hotaling still seemed more
than happy to perform, proving his
dedication to his recital and education
in music.
Though tuning into a live stream
of a student recital can easily put itself
at the bottom of a long to-do list, it
is more important now than ever to
indulge in the arts. The Lawrence
campus is lacking the joy of live music
it usually sees, and these student
recitals provide a little of the comfort so many students are missing
out on this term. Bunch-Hotaling’s
performance is available through the
Lawrence Vimeo page and should be
enjoyed by anyone looking for music
in the sixth week blues.

Senior Spencer Bunch-Hotaling performs in recital
Photo by Pei Robbins.

Quarantine
Consumption:
Parallels in horror

Mary Grace Wagner
Columnist

______________________________________

So, this year has been weird.
In the last seven months many of
us have spent more time alone than
ever before, and, as much as arts and
entertainment can be a great way
to bond in person, they are just as
important when we’re stuck in our
rooms. This term, I’m going to be asking Lawrentians what piece of art or
media has gotten them through quarantine, what captured their imagination or made them feel less alone
during these hard times. From the
silly reasons to the serious ones, what
is it and why is it important to them?
A lot of Lawrentians have
been turning to the purest comfort
media during the pandemic: Animal
Crossing, pop music or soapy TV
shows. Senior Sarabeth Brandt, on
the other hand, took the opposite
approach and has been binging horror movies during the months where
it feels like we are all living in one.
“I’ve been a horror movie fan forever,” says Brandt, but over quarantine,
they have dove deep into the genre,
exploring how horror tropes and films
mirror the loneliness and fear we all
experience during the Coronavirus
pandemic and today in America in
general.
Brandt started this binge in
March when they were at the London
Centre. The COVID cases in London
had skyrocketed from 11 to roughly
300 in one day, and, with that, Brandt
and their friends decided to sit down
and watch pandemic-related media.
From that moment on, they began
looking at horror movies with a more
critical eye and questioned why they
gravitated towards tales of terror and
danger during such a terrible and
dangerous time. A masked Brandt
sat on the floor petting my cat and
pondered the appeal of watching scary
movies during a pandemic. “Yeah,
lets dig into the psychology of it like
some kind of nerd,” they laughed.
“[The movies] curb the feelings of
isolation and force me to encounter conceptions of discomfort before
they actually get to me [in real life].”
They felt that watching movies like
“Contagion,” “The Lighthouse” and
“As Above So Below,” just to name
a few, almost prepared them for the
worst of the world through the synthetic experience of media.
It was Robert Eggers’s “The
Lighthouse” that really stuck with
Brandt out of all the films they

watched. Their oversimplified plot
summary set the scene: “It’s about
two working class men in the Gilded
age. They’re lighthouse keepers who
get stuck on an island and go crazy
and fight each other.” Brandt at first
ended there, saying they liked the film
and that to delve deeper into it would
be almost pretentiously academic for
a silly scary movie. But pop culture,
film and TV directly impact how we
perceive and interact with the world.
With that in mind, Brandt continued,
“I’ve been exploring my own discomfort in my current situation and also,
I guess, how feelings expressed in
horror movies have parallels that can
be easily drawn to now, so like ...
‘The Lighthouse.’” They continued,
“It’s about two working class men …
[and] if I use the [academic] theories I’ve learned, I find that a lot of
the plights and frustrations that are
explored in that film, like not daring
to dream of prosperity, being treated
like **** even though you are an honest worker, realizing that any power
you could possibly work for is fake,
are connected to the world we live in
right now.”
Brandt understands that this is
just one reading of a very complex
movie, but they see how it connects to
the beaten down and often hopeless
world we live in, especially as college
students. We are graduating into one
of the worst job markets the U.S. has
ever seen, and we fight every day
on campus not only against COVID,
but against the sense of loneliness
and isolation that comes with physical distancing. “People are frustrated
[with the state of the world,” and
when you throw those themes into
an over-exaggerated horror narrative,
they come alive for people like Brandt,
and it makes them want to dive deeper
into the frustrations and discomfort
that those films portray. “It’s one of
those things;” states Brandt as they
conclude, “[you’re] probably not going
to die on like, a lighthouse island,
but it’s definitely one of those things
that makes you think, ‘oooh, gotta
watch yourself.’” That’s what these
movies seem to be for Brandt; they
are cautionary tales, and they can be
learned from. Pop culture and reality
have a give and take relationship, one
influences the other and vice-versa.
Brandt knows this now and can enjoy
a good horror movie without forgetting that real life is not that dissimilar
from being trapped on a lighthouse
island with a dead end job and, subsequently, going crazy.
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Staff Editorial:

Supreme Court approves halting the census
In an action that will have lasting effects on accuracy of data and underrepresentation of communities, the Supreme Court has decided to halt the 2020 census despite the difficulties faced in collecting data during the COVID-19 pandemic that have left large portions of the country unaccounted for.
Last Tuesday, the Supreme Court suspended a lower court’s order that field operations for the
2020 Census be extended to the end of October. The ruling comes under pressure from the Trump
administration to end the head count early in order to get a head start processing the data. Per the
Census Act, the Chamber of Commerce is required to report to the President the results of the census
by Dec. 31, 2020. Due to the challenges of collecting census data during a pandemic, the Census Bureau
proposed that Congress extend census field operations from the end of July to the end of October, and
the deadline for the report to the President from Dec. 30 to April 30, 2021.
The Trump administration initially embraced this proposal. However, in mid-July, it announced
its intent not to count undocumented immigrants for congressional apportionment. On Aug. 3, a
Re-plan Schedule was announced, which proposed that data collection end on Sep. 30, which took
pressure off Congress to extend the report deadline. However, due to delays as the case made its way
through courts, the Census Bureau was able to count millions of people after Sep. 30, ending the operation on Oct. 15.
Only Justice Sonia Sotomayor dissented. Central to her argument was the hypocrisy of the government’s assertion that the Re-plan Schedule would be needed for a timely report to the President despite
senior Census Bureau officials claiming months ago that a punctual report would be unfeasible whatever the deadline. Furthermore, she notes that allocating resources toward accelerating data processing would have been a much better alternative to simply asking for more time. The relative simplicity
of this alternative strongly hints that the Trump administration’s motivations are more political than
pragmatic, with effects that will reverberate through the next decade.
Sotomayor’s dissent echoes the backlash from numerous advocacy groups towards the Court’s
decision. Aside from withholding representation from undocumented immigrants, ending data collection early hurts the quality of data from populations and places which are difficult to survey accurately
anyway, including marginalized groups, rural areas and Native American Reservations.
The Court’s order also allows the Trump administration to control congressional apportionment
even in the event of a Biden win. Alongside the confirmation hearings for Amy Coney Barrett, the 2020
census is a harrowing example of the hasty partisan decisions that happen in election years.
Since the census is conducted only once every 10 years, the repercussions of the incomplete data
will be long-lasting. Additionally, because the census results are used to allot political power and
government funding, communities who are underrepresented and underfunded will likely not see the
change that is needed now that the census has been stopped before as many people as possible can be
accounted for.
While the Census Bureau and the work that they do is supposed to be nonpartisan, the Trump
administration appears to be using this as an opportunity to retain political power even if Trump is
voted out of office. This is, unfortunately, yet another example of the ongoing polarization and partisanism throughout the country.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Genevieve Cook, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for
clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should
not be more than 350 words.

New consoles mean a
renewed rivalry: Or do they?

Shawn McCandlish

Staff Writer
__________________________________
You’ve probably been asked
your gaming console preference
before. Are you a PlayStation or an
Xbox fan? Or maybe you prefer the
Nintendo Switch. For me, Xbox is my
preference, as I have owned both the
360 and the current Xbox One, and I
prefer the larger and heavier controllers as well as the immense library
that I can access via the Xbox Game
Pass subscription.
However, I can also see the allure
that PlayStation has, as most of
my family prefers that console to
the Xbox. And, as a new owner of a
Switch, I present the antithesis to
the traditional console crony. I don’t
fully support any singular console but
rather appreciate what each has to
offer to me.
Next month, both Microsoft and
Sony will be releasing their next-gen
consoles to the open market in the
Xbox Series X and the PS5, respectively.
The new releases have allowed for
this division to come to the forefront
of the gaming world as supporters of
both consoles face off head-to-head
in heated debates across the internet.
However, there has also been rumblings of a new faction which, like
me, don’t fully support one console or
another but, rather, are proponents
of enjoying the superior technology
that both companies have to offer.
And superior technology it is indeed.
One of the key selling points that
can sway a casual gamer including
myself one way or the other doesn’t
actually come via the hardware but,
rather, the software: the games.
One of the biggest headlines
that rocked the gaming world in
recent weeks was the acquisition of
ZeniMax Media, the parent company
of Bethesda, by Microsoft. Bethesda,
known for their work on the “Fallout”
series as well as the famous “Elder
Scrolls” series, was purchased by
Microsoft for $7.5 billion, according
to Microsoft’s own press release.
While this purchase certainly provided a huge boost in game production ability for Microsoft, Sony still

has many games that will be released
as PlayStation exclusives. The playing
field is more even now, though, in an
area in which Sony has dominated for
the better part of two decades. And
with backwards compatibility becoming more common, future games are
going to be what really sell.
For casual gamers like myself,
hardware specs really don’t mean
much. I expect that the new consoles
will look better and be faster than the
current consoles are, and both Sony
and Microsoft have promised on that
end.
However, looking at what current
specs we can know right now side by
side, the Series X seems to have the
edge. While nearly identical in every
other aspect, Xbox has the edge in
bot CPU and GPU, although the gap
for GPUs is much larger than for the
CPUs.
While we have mainly focused on
the Xbox Series X and the regular
PS5, both companies will also be
offering alternatives in the Xbox
Series S and the digital-only PS5.
These consoles will be significantly
cheaper than their regular counterparts, although that drop in price will
also lead to a drop in specs.
Both mainstream consoles will sell
for around $500, while the Series S
will sell for $300 and the digital-only
PS5 for $400. Even though they will
be less powerful, they should still be
vastly more powerful than what the
current generations can offer. The
Xbox will release Nov. 10, and the
PS5 two days later on Nov. 12.
Both consoles will be powerful, and
they both will be priced about the
same. So, who will come out ahead
in this latest addition to the console
wars? Maybe neither has to. Maybe
its time for people to put away their
pedestals of console supremacy and
just enjoy what they both have to
offer.
No more console wars but, rather,
a place where we can reach across the
borders and shake the hands of the
people on the other side. It shouldn’t
matter which is better, but it should
matter that people are happy when
they play. Xbox, PlayStation, Switch:
gaming for everybody.

The Anarchy Gauntlet: Ad-Lawrentian Amnesty

Barry B. Bookchin
Columnist

The Anarchy Gauntlet is a column
attempting to move away from my
more traditional Marxist-themed
articles to a framework centered
around anarchism, which better
reflects my beliefs. Anarchism advocates for the end to unjustified hierarchies from boss-worker relations
to even parent-child dynamics as we
know them. Anarchists believe in the
same post-capitalism, communist
society as other far-left groups but
differs in the practice and means of
achieving that society. These ideas of
anarchism will be inherent throughout these articles.
A specter is haunting The
Lawrentian: the specter of the LU
administration. And not the kind of
sexy, mysterious specter like Winifred
Boynton’s ghost of Björklunden,
but rather those slimy, domineering
poltergeists of Hillary Duff’s Casper
Meets Wendy (1998), namely Casper
the friendly ghost’s trio of uncles.
You see, I’ve kept a close eye on
The Lawrentian’s publishing choices
for the past four weeks, and I’ve
noticed a pattern. There has been a
high rate of granting the Lawrence

administration a free platform, on the
front page and in the news section,
without any sort of critical lens.
Of course, The Lawrentian has a
history of debacles when it comes to
prioritizing students’ voices, particularly those of marginalized students.
Whether it’s Cultural Expressions or
Indigenous Peoples’ Day, the newspaper falls flat.
Yet, in past years I’ve personally
never noticed any regularity with
which The Lawrentian platforms the
administration like it has this term.
Perhaps it’s because of the pandemic
and LU’s financial losses, and the
administration is playing catchup
with its public perception. The why
doesn’t matter, though, because I’m
here to talk about the what and its
implications.
The best place to start is looking at
the order of Lawrentian publications
throughout this term. Week two,
the first release of the newspaper,
featured Mark Burstein’s announcement of stepping down as Lawrence’s
president at the end of this year.
That’s pretty standard fare, big news,
worthy of front-page type stuff.
It did go a little further into detail
than necessary about all of Marky
Mark’s grand accomplishments,
though. Not only does this gloss

over some of the more problematic
parts of his presidency — the lack
of administration-student communication, the ongoing dismiss of
marginalized students and the fact
that we pay one LU staff member
tons more money than he needs — it
also ignores the people who were
essential to these achievements: the
students, staff and faculty who put in
work, often unpaid work, to improve
the community for everyone. Such is
the flaw in the so-called “great man
theory.”
Now, the front-page article for
third week was a much bigger red flag
for me. It was a much more blatant
advertisement for Dr. Barrett’s efforts
as Vice President for Diversity and
Inclusion and Associate Dean of the
Faculty, whatever all that entails. The
article’s title itself, “Anti-racism commitment sparks institutional change,”
is a rather liberal view of what kinds
of changes are needed for real justice.
Merely initiating conversations
about race is quite a low bar for
“sparking institutional change,”
something that actually requires a
great deal of commitment, honesty
and humility on the university’s part
if it wants to build a healthy relationship with its marginalized students.
The fact that Dr. Barrett’s “initia-

tives” are so lauded becomes heinous in light of the administration’s
response to on-campus hate speech.
When some anonymous bigots
had graffitied hate symbols at LU,
what messages did the administration communicate to us all? Oh yeah,
when confronted with hate-speech,
try to calm your breathing and have
an open discussion with the bigot in
question. Wrong answer. Not to mention that this article was published on
the same day as the student protest
against the administration’s very lack
of meaningful action against hate and
injustice.
Speaking of which, what was
fourth week’s front-page news
article? It was coverage of the student
protest, half of which was a chance
for Dr. Barrett to provide her own
perspective and defend the administration. In the name of “journalistic
objectivity,” we give equal opportunity to the marginalized and the very
administrators who are first-andforemost beholden to the LU board of
directors and wealthy donors.
Moreover, Dr. Barrett was only
one of the countless faculty and staff
who had dismissed and actively hurt
marginalized students that were
called out for accountability at the
protest. Delegating this one adminis-

trator as the university’s representative in the matter, especially in this
Lawrentian article, allows Lawrence
to both ignore the issues rampant
through its faculty and staff while
pinning blame onto Dr. Barrett rather
than the university’s power structure.
Let’s talk about Indigenous
Peoples’ Day. The Ad-Lawrentian
politics involving Indigenous Peoples’
Day are especially corrupt in light of
the student protest and the university’s so-called “diversity initiatives.”
If you read my article a couple of
weeks ago titled, “PUT INDIGENOUS
PEOPLES’ DAY ON THE FRONT
PAGE,” you already know a little
about why it’s important to give
Indigenous students a platform given
the history of biocultural genocide
and the reoccurring dismissal of
Indigenous voices.
I’ll reiterate some of that here. We
know that in the fourth week edition,
The Lawrentian placed the student
protest coverage on the front page,
coverage which gave equal platform
to an administrator. Where was the
Indigenous Peoples’ Day article,
written by LUNA president Jessica
Hopkins and vice-president Taneya
Garcia, placed? In features, page
seven.

See page 12
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We are not supposed to talk about this: Get out of my vote

Luther Abel

Columnist
_________________________________
In the last couple of months, we
have been bombarded with “Did you
vote?” banners, notifications and
communications from organizations
such as Facebook, the bookstore
and the neighborhood CBD shop.
Instagram will hold your hand as you
look to see whether you are registered
and send you to the page from which
one can request a ballot.
On campus, various groups do
much the same, “raising awareness”
about voting and lowering the barrier
for student engagement with registration efforts and stroll-to-the-polls
groups. This is all fine and lovely.
What stokes my ire is when
Lawrence’s administration and faculty get involved because it is grossly
self-serving and abuses the studentprofessor and student-administration
relationship.
First, there is the rank partisan
interest of the faculty. It does not
take a statistician of great skill to
suss out that the more Lawrence

Fariba Lale

Columnist
_________________________________
Why the hell is Snapchat telling me
to vote? They even have a cute little
“vote” button built into the home
screen of the app. You can use it to
look up your polling location and a
sample ballot by entering your home
address, which, it informs you, will be
stored by BallotReady and Google.
“So, what’s your problem, Fariba?”
Well, listen, Jack. Here’s the deal.
First of all, a lot of this “nonpartisan” type of voting encouragement
just rubs me the wrong way. Leaves
a bad taste in my mouth. Tastes like
malarkey, you might say. Sure, some
folks are genuinely interested in promoting democracy in this country.
Others are laboring under the
assumption that we share politics,
and, therefore, my vote will serve
to increase their candidates’ chance
of success. Remember when Amy
Schumer and co. got naked to inform
you about naked ballots? No endorsements, no pressure. Fine. Cool. Do
you think they had a Trump-voting

students vote, the more net votes are
cast for much of the faculty’s party
of preference. So, while a faculty
member might defend his or herself
from accusations of partisanship by
claiming “I would take any student
to the polls, no matter their political
leanings,” it’s self-interest garbed in
virtue.
Even if every 10th student a faculty
member would take to the polls votes
conservative or third-party, nine students vote for precisely the people the
faculty member most wants to win.
Furthermore, I’m skeptical of
how many faculty members would
volunteer to walk over an outspoken
Republican student, as progressivists
would see this as aiding and abetting a vote for a racist, xenophobic
— yada, yada, yada — right-wing
candidate. Ironic that a school that
claims liberalism is home to so many
who find the free exchange of ideas
repugnant.
But let us say, for argument’s sake,
that the student body is split perfectly
down the middle in partisan affiliation so that all votes cast by Lawrence

University students would result in
a net-zero advantage to either major
party.
Even then, I think it’s an abuse of
authority for faculty to take students
to the polls.
There is an inherent power imbalance between faculty and student, as
well there should be, for it is the role
of instructors to correct, grade and
illuminate the products of their students’ minds.
Faculty are held in high-regard
by the student body because the
professors decide our future and current success, write letters of recommendation on our behalf and in so
many other ways can alter a student’s
future.
So, when a student walks to the
polls with a professor from whom the
student may need something someday, might that not alter how the student is to vote? This passive coercion
is an abuse of the educator’s role.
We talk about voter intimidation
coming from the Right — the little old
lady poll-watchers who apparently
have brass knuckles in their pockets

by which to scare off Democrat voters — and here we have a similar
strain of intimidation on the Left, not
of physical violence but hypothetical
violence against a student’s future.
“But, Luther,” you might be saying, “is this irritation with how voting
operates at Lawrence not stemming
from your political desires?” Yes and
no, aware and intelligent reader.
No, in that even if the student
body here resembled that of Liberty
University in Virginia — a private
Christian university with a conservative faculty and administration — and
it would ostensibly benefit “my side,”
I would make the exact same arguments against faculty involvement in
a student’s voting.
But, also, yes, this argument has
elements of self-interest, as faculty
no longer taking students to the polls
may reduce votes cast for left-wing
candidates by x amount. So, you
got me there; my ingenious plot to
enthrall the 10 minds who might read
a piece of mine in the pages of The
Lawrentian is now laid bare.
My suggestion going forward is

to have only student groups handle
the ferrying of fellow students to and
from the polls. While many of these
groups have obvious partisan desires,
I think it better for peers to work
these matters out than to introduce
power dynamics of a much more significant nature inherent with faculty
involvement.
As a last note, dear reader, you
need not vote. Everyone and their
grandma will tell you it is “so important to vote,” but it’s not really.
Suppose you find a candidate suitably
attractive to your politics, cast that
ballot.
And, if you’re put off by the selections available, don’t vote. The ability
to abstain from elections is an incredible freedom, communicating to all
parties that what they are selling does
not interest you, and, perhaps, they
need to adjust to accommodate you.

audience in mind when they did that?
I know I am making this sound
super trivial, but there are very
real issues with flippantly throwing
around “vote” as if, one, it is the
be-all and end-all of political involvement and, two, there are not valid
reasons why one would abstain from
voting at all.
The meat of the issue is that voting is being held up as something it
absolutely is not. Our government is
infested with corporatists and fascists
and criminals, a great number of
whom we voted for.
How do you change a system while
carefully abiding by the avenues it
controls? You vote for these animals,
and then they thank you by spitting
in your face, and you are told there
is nothing you can do but vote again.
Vote next time. Vote more. Vote
harder. Malarkey!
What to do, what to do … Well,
how about we demonize nonvoters
and push a narrative where they are
framed as privileged and inherently
comfortable within our current system?
What’s that? Nonvoters are largely

nonwhite, lower income, young and
less educated? What’s that? None of
these things constitute privilege in
this country? Well, no matter.
Not everyone has the time to go
wait in line for seven hours. Not
everyone can take off work because
Election Day is not a national
holiday. And, beyond that, I could
imagine why many would just feel
totally discouraged from voting in a
system which has not shown them
material benefit.
At the same time, other methods of
political involvement are disparaged
altogether. Well, “disparaged” is not
the right term. “Violently suppressed”
is probably better. In the last few
months, so many folks have put their
lives on the line in the streets.
They are painted as violent criminals for organizing and demanding
justice while they are gassed and
beaten by the thugs of the state. They
are asked to please calm down and
make their voice heard in the voting
booth instead.
They are asked to refrain from
“violence” because violence, apparently, applies to the destruction of

property and not the destruction of
human life that is written into our
laws and practiced as a matter of
policy, both domestically and abroad.
Biden cannot even state an ounce
of support for the Black Lives Matter
movement without foregrounding
his desire to see “violent anarchists”
locked up. What about the cops, Joe?
Beyond that, protestors have
been charged with felonies for their
actions because of laws created in the
last few years in several states that
heighten various charges which, previously, would have been considered
misdemeanors. You know what a
felony charge means, right? Whoops,
no more voting!
An interesting example to consider in terms of voting and its role is
Bolivia’s recent election. I have seen
some American lefties jump on the
voting-is-the-most-important-thing
train as the leftwing party, Movement
for Socialism (MAS), claimed victory.
I think that is a vast oversimplification of the situation, though. Most
obviously, yes, voting achieves socialism when a socialist party is viable
and you vote for them. Duh. Voting

for a corporatist rightwing neoliberal
hack who thinks that police reform
means training cops to shoot citizens
in the legs is, well, probably not going
to achieve the same effect.
Further, to give all the credit to
electoral politics completely ignores
the year of demonstrations in which
Bolivians participated. And, finally,
our elections are a disaster.
We had a sham election in 2016;
we are going to have a sham election
in 2020. Nothing has changed. When
Mr. Peepee Buttigieg declares himself
the president there will not be anything you or I can do about it.
I know I sound like a doomer, but
all I am really trying to say is that
this discussion should not end after
Nov. 3. Vote if you want to, vote for
who you want to or do not vote at
all if you so choose. That is kind of
the whole point of this “democracy”
thing.
Regardless, organize, read, donate
and protect your comrades. Even if
Snapchat has not reminded you to
do it.

Agree? Disagree? Think I’m a
Russian operative hell-bent on a
second Trump term? Contact me at
abell@lawrence.edu

When I speak Spanish
Genevieve Cook

Op-Ed Editor
_________________________________
I have been learning Spanish
off and on for the last 17 years. At
times, I’d have actual classes, but I
went through periods of time where
I wasn’t taking classes and would
therefore go without any usage of the
language.
Nobody in my immediate family has ever spoken or understood
Spanish, and all of my friends and
coworkers would speak English with
me for the majority of my life. There
has never been really any pressure for
me to learn Spanish.
On top of that, I was always completely terrified to practice speaking
it. Even once I got to university and
was able to read and write in Spanish
fairly well, I’d avoid speaking it as
much as possible. I had always been
paranoid about speaking incorrectly,
or making any mistakes or even
being completely incomprehensible
to people.
I feel like this type of fear is
understandable for a lot of people,
especially when learning a new language, but this fear for me wasn’t
reinforced by society. I was able to

get away with my limited speaking
of Spanish, even as I was encouraged
by all of my teachers that my speaking was fine and would only improve
with practice.
Nobody was putting me down, or
shaming me in any way; I was the
only one discouraging myself. By the
time I was going to study abroad in
Ecuador for almost five months, I
had had probably two conversations
in Spanish, and I was ready to fix
that.
The first couple days were rough,
and I don’t doubt that it was a real
struggle to communicate with me.
However, I found that after a week or
so, I was able to actually have conversations with my host family.
Even with my terrible grammar
and complete lack of understanding regarding the past tenses, I was
able to get by and eventually interact
with people effectively enough to
travel around and work completely in
Spanish.
And I don’t tell this story to imply
that I’m some linguistic superstar,
because I certainly am not. My success was not because of my capabilities but because of the receptiveness
of the people around me to my

efforts.
At every stage of my language journey, no matter how weak my skills
were, I was given encouragement
and help. People tried their hardest
to explain things in a manner that
would make sense to me. People
slowed things down, corrected me,
taught me new words or dialect differences.
I was also consistently praised
for my efforts and the quality of my
language skills (even when I felt
that I wasn’t doing any better than
adequate). People outside of the program were frequently surprised and
delighted that a gringa como yo was
using Spanish and chatting with them
and doing so well.
And this wasn’t in a condescending way either; people were genuinely
surprised and excited because they
were so used to being forced into
using what little English capabilities
they may have to communicate with
white people in their own country.
When I came back to the United
States, the response to my newfound
language capabilities was similar.
People who didn’t speak Spanish
would be impressed that I was able
to and frequently say how much

they wanted that skill. People who
did speak Spanish were excited and
happy to help me practice, and usually pretty impressed that I could
hold even simple conversations with
them.
This was great for me, and it gave
me a lot of confidence and motivation
to continue improving my skills.
However, with all of these experiences, I became way more aware of how
the treatment I received was certainly
not the treatment given to many multilingual people in the United States.
Unlike the majority of countries
around the world, the United States
has the strange circumstance of having no official language and also
having a culture that discourages the
usage and learning of languages other
than English.
There is this kind of strange hostility that exists towards people using
other languages, and just from the
positive reinforcement that I had
received, it was clear that it wasn’t so
much about using more than one language; it was about who was speaking and how.
If you are white and your first language is English, and you have the
privilege of learning another language

with some degree of fluency, you are
praised and seen as intelligent and
skilled. If you are someone whose
first language isn’t English, and you
have taken the effort to learn and use
English, and especially if you are an
immigrant or a POC, it is expected
and taken for granted.
I have seen so many people
mocked or critiqued for their usage of
English or for combining languages
in order to get by, and it’s disgusting.
This behaviour truly demonstrates
that the aversion to a multilingual
standard in our country stems from
racism and xenophobia.
More than anything, increasing our
language capabilities should be about
increasing and fostering effective
communication. To be able to connect with people through languages is
brilliant and beautiful. The rules and
structures of languages are in a constant state of development, and our
societies need to adapt to this.
From much earlier in school, students in the United States should be
sharing and building their language
capabilities. We should not hold fear
or hate in our voices any longer. We
need to decolonise how we communicate.
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What material object brings you the most joy here on campus?

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
that appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

“Amazon Fire stick plus my TV.”
— Awa Badiane

“The little sculptures around
Wriston.”
— Barrah Shamoon

“My headphones.”
— Earl Simons

—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief:
Dannielle Konz
Copy Chief:
Molly Ruffing
Managing Editor &
Distributions Manager:
McKinley Breen
News Editor:
Alex Freeman
Variety Editor:
Celeste Reyes
Sports Editor:
Peter Lagershausen
Features Editor:
Rebecca Page-McCaw
Arts & Entertainment Editor:
Ursa Anderson
Opinions & Editorials Editor:
Genevieve Cook
Photo Editor:
Sebastian Evans
Web Manager:
Nora Murphy
Copy Editor:
Ethan Wachendorf
Caroline Garrow
Aaron Zommers

—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“Stuffed animal from my friend.”
— Imani Williams

“My Icarus ring.”
— Quentin Washington

The Anarchy
Gauntlet

continued from page 10
Let me say it again for everyone
in the back: FEATURES, the same
place where we see photos from the
farmers’ market and the study abroad
program in Athens, Greece — where
miscellaneous articles that don’t quite
fit into “variety” or “arts & entertainment” belong, not coverage of an
important day of celebration, remembrance and learning like Indigenous
Peoples’ Day.
Sure, you could make the argument that the fifth week edition of
The Lawrentian published coverage
of Indigenous Peoples’ Day on the
front page. Yes, I don’t see anything
particularly wrong about the article
itself, seeing as it heavily features
interviews from LUNA president
Jessica Hopkins and vice-president
Taneya Garcia and otherwise remains
relatively objective.

“Coffee/the cup that holds my coffee.”
— Malcolm Davis

“A necklace with my childhood
nickname.”
— Monique Johnson

“My Nintendo Switch.”
— Rashellie De La Cruz

“My Muji pen or Netflix.
— Smailyn Nicasio

However, when it comes down
to it, The Lawrentian chose to give
its own article priority over the one
written by actual Indigenous students
from LUNA. That, and its front-page
coverage of Indigenous Peoples’ Day
was published after the event, rather
than beforehand, which establishes it
as something that happened rather
than a celebratory event to anticipate
and participate in. I’m sure the student protestors would’ve encouraged
coverage of their protest to be sidelined to, say, page two or three, to
make room for Indigenous Peoples’
Day.
I feel increasingly frustrated writing for a student newspaper that
seems to sit at least halfway in the
pocket of an administration with its
head up its own ass. For me, writing
here has largely been an exercise in
my writing skills and articulating my
voice, but I’ve grown quite cognizant
of my role as a contributing writer
and the newspaper’s implications in
larger structures of money and power
at Lawrence.
I’m not yet sure of what I can real-

ly do at my rung of the ladder, but I
do know that I will continue to cast
my critical lens onto The Lawrentian
and the administration it serves
much like Sauron’s eye watches for
the ring of power.
The Lawrentian’s erroneous practices speak to the issues of having
paid writers’ funds directly managed
by the administration, specifically
Dean of Students Curt Lauderdale,
as well as the fact that newspapers
around the world are often beholden
to the structures of power and money
they call home.
Let’s not forget the fact that Jeff
Bezos owns the Washington Post and
that this inherently creates a bias
toward capitalism and against labor
justice, or that U.S. media generates
consent to imperialism and exploitation among the U.S. populace’s
imaginary.
Stay awake and stay mindful of
the biases in the media you’re reading and how those biases more often
than not reflect the larger injustices
within our society, or even within our
own community.

Members of
the Associated
Collegiate
Press

Correction

Last week, we incorrectly attributed the photo of Sampson House in
News to Sebastian Evans. The photo
was actually taken by Zhixuan Lyu.
We apologize for the error.
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